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This treasury of Southern sayings contains almost 2,000 expressions from over 400 contributors.

Each is categorized to make it easy to find the perfect, and often hilarious, saying for any situation.

GREETINGS: I ainâ€™t seen you in a minute! YES: Sure as a cat's got climbing gear.NO: I'd rather

sandpaper a bobcatâ€™s ass in a phone booth.ON THE FAIR SEX: Everything sheâ€™s got is right

on the showroom floor.INSULTS: If brains were leather, he wouldnâ€™t have enough to saddle a

June bug.GOOD ADVICE: A new broom sweeps clean, but an old one knows where the dirt is.FAIR

WARNING: Don't let your bulldog mouth overload your hummingbird ass. MOMMA SAID: I brought

you into this world - I'll take you out.GOODBYE: Donâ€™t let the door hit ya' where the good Lord

split ya'.WHAT THE READERS SAY ABOUT THE BOOKâ€¢"This book, although a bit bawdy at

times, is entertaining no matter your heritage."â€¢"The book is a light, comical and easy read

exposing the true southern sayings we all remember our folks using here in the south."â€¢"There

are sayings for every life situation, sayings I grew up hearing, and ones that I'd never heard.

Regardless, this book made me laugh out loud." â€¢"If you pick it up you will not put it down! Three

sayings in I yelled to my wife; "You gotta hear this one... " then, "Remember this one?..." â€¢My

favorites were, you smell like you want to be left alone, her hair looked like it caught on fire and was

put out with a brick. Some laugh out loud sayings." â€¢"One of the most truly funny and entertaining

books. It's a coffee table keeper." â€¢"Great southern sayings, never heard some & others that I had

brought back wonderful memories."â€¢"Loved it! Just what I was looking for. Lots of expressions

that I had forgotten." â€¢"Great sayings of the south. Brought back memories of childhood." â€¢"If

you are from the South or a transplant to the North-you will laugh and love this book."
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This book demonstrates quite clearly that if people in the South were prohibited from using similes

and metaphors, they would be unable to speak. I grew up in the South and found many of these

witticisms new to me. That shows that Southern figures of speech can be unique to a peculiar

region or even within families. This book, although a bit bawdy at times, is entertaining no matter

your heritage.

The book is a light, comical and easy read exposing the true southern sayings we all remeber our

folks using here in the south. I'll remind folks that I've never heard anyone say they plan to retire

and move up north. Come on down and join the fun and slower pace of the south and you will hear

many of these "sayings" for yourself and it will bring a smile to your face just as the book will.

Loved it! Just what I was looking for. Lots of expressions that I had forgotten . Funny-just the way

we talk. Love being from the South!

This is the best book to remember your childhood with. We people from the South have some

colorful sayings and its fun to set back and read them and remember when someone said them.

Just a fun book.

If you pick it up you will not put it down! Three sayings in I yelled to my wife; "You gotta hear this

one... " then, "Remember this one?..." Getting another already as a gift.

My favorites were, you smell like you want to be left alone, her hair looked like it cought on fire and

was put out with a brick. Some laugh out loud sayings. Enjoyed it!

Cute, I think the author was sitting around at one of my family reunions taking notes. Entertaining!



One of the most truly funny and entertaining books. It's a coffee table keeper. My friend Tim did an

amazing job capturing the sayings I've heard all of my life.
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